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advancement of science in the forefront of its political 
programme. What the Party stands for in all 
fields of life is, essentially" democratic co-operation; 
and co-operation involves a 'common purpose which 
'Can be agreed to; a common plan' which can be ex
plained and discussed, a nd such a measure of success 
in , the adaptation of means to ends as will ensure a 
commonsatisfactien. An autocratic sultan may govern 
without science if .his whim is law. A plutocratie 
party may choose to ignore science, if it is heedless 
whether its pretended solutions of social problems' that 
may win political triumphs ultimately succeed or fail. 
But no Labour Party can hope to maintain its posi
tion unless its proposals. are, in fact, the outcome of 
the best political science.-of its time; or to fulfil its 
purpose unless that science is continually Wresting new 
fields from human ignorance. Hence, although the 
purpose of the Labour Party must, by the law of its 
being, rema in for all time unchanged, its policy a nd 
its programme will, we hope, undergo a perpetual 
development, as knowledge g'rows, and as new phases 
"i the social problem present themselves, in a continu
ally finer adjustment of our measures to our ends. 
If law is the mother of'freedom, science, to the Labour 
Party, must be the parent of law." 

In this spirjt all students of science may unite. 
Through it, a nd not otherwise, may the decay of 
civilisation be arrested, and the fair fruits of ages of 
-effort brought to maturity. T : D. A. COCKERELL. 

Boulder, Colorado, March, 1918. 

The Motion of the Perihelion of Mercury. 
THE type of resJist'ance suggested by Oliver 

Lodge (NATURE, April 18, p. 125) is very difficult 
to v,isualise. The motion of a planet consistsprac
tioally of a steady motion in a , circle, with a super
imposed free V1rbration, the amplitude of which is pro
portional to the eccentricity, and the !phase of which 
depends on the longitude of vhe perihelion. The 
hypothesis that the perihelion can be made to move 
with,out I3I,tera:tion in the eccentricity is equiva.Jent t,o 
assuming that a free vibration can persist in a resist
ing medium ,without change of amplitude. It is 
that ,the absolute, resistance would be expected to' be 
greater tat perihelion than at tapheli,on, on account , of 
the difference in density at the two points, but this 
difference contains the eccentricity as a. factor, and it 
is for this reason that the ra'te of decrease of the eccerl
tridty and the motion of tile periheHon would of 
the same ,order ,of maglllitude. 

The limitation of the resistance to ..t force parallel 
to the minor axis would mean that the departure of 
the orbit ,from circularity determines a very smalJ 
part of the ,resistance, most ,of , this being due to a 
general motion of-the medium in 10hat direction with 
it velocity far exceeding the parabolic velocity. Even 
\vibhout the difficulties ·introduced by <the !high density 
rl'quired, such a velocity could not be accepted. 

One effect ofa. difference between and 
tmnsverse electromagnetic ·masses was shown by Mr. 
G. W. Walker, in the Philosophical Magazine, 
to be a change ointhe of a .p1anet's orbit. The 
nature of this change , ,can be found without mud) 
difficulty t,o be ,a rotation of the plane about ,the pro. 
jection on itself of ,the sun's motion in .space, the 
speed of rotation being proportional to the ,product 
of ' the components (lof the sun's motion in and per
pendicular;to the plane. The rotation being about an 
axis , in ,the plane of .the orbit, ,the effect on the nodes 
sirould be much less than that on, the inclinations, 
whereas vhe, contr2.ry is the case .. , Thus it seems, that 
the motion of the node of Venus qmnot )be accounted 
for in this way, and either one elf the two component 
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velocities must be very small ort.he effect of , absolute 
motion on eleotromagnetic mass 'must be il1 some way 
compensated in the law Of gravitation itself. The 
absence of the variations in . the eccentrioities that 
woutd be ' expeoted to- be produced 'by a motiOn of the 
sun through space also suggests that there is such a 
compensation. HAROLD JEFFREYS: 

A Plea for tne Naturalist. 
THE, naturalist is not co black as he is painted. 

Conditions of modern technological inquiry are against 
him; the !iplitting of species into ' geogra phical and local 
races, distinguished :by the finest touches of colour or 
the 'lJlinutest ofstruotures, has put the detailed ident:. 
fication of many of our native 'creatures beyond his 
compass. 

But'there is still a wide field foe the naturalist, the 
closer observation of the habits of our. native creatures. 
I t is t6 be regretted, therefore, that in this" his proper 
field his work should be slighted and minimised by 
the worker who prides himself, and rightly, on his 
technical equipment for specialised work. In a recent 
issue of NATORE (March 21) ' a writer grouped 
naturalists with "lando\vners, spol"tsmen, farmers, 
,rat-catchers," as well asa large dass of bkd.!lovers, 
as !being of the people whose personal opinion " is .really 
of very little moment," 'in a which, after all, 
is mainly . one of observation--'3!l1 ,inquiry into tnt. 
economic significance of the feedinghahits of birds. 

Why the fact that a man possesses or farms ,a few 
acres should invalidate his natural history observa
tionsis not easily understood. And, after all, are" ,'the 
opinions of the naturalist really so hmch , at , fault'? 
Many " times during the last fewyears"we have been 
told in effect that years of careful work by an experi
enced investigator, supplemented by the researches of 
many ol:hers, ", had at last made it ",possi.ble to stare 
definitely that at the present time there is , ample 
evidence of a far-reaching kind to prove that no 
quarter should be shown to the that 
the rook "is far too plentiful at the present time, 
that it prefers a grain diet, and thaUf is injurious," 
that" the starling has ,in numbers enor
Il1ously," and that "the bullfinch ;;trid blackbirq in 
fruj.t-growing districts are mQ.stdestrudive. 

But the naturalist knew , and, had these 
things ;, pigeon-shoots are not ,affairs of yesterday; ,an9-
already inAne early part of, the" fi,ftee,ttW century the 
Scottish Parliament had passed '8, law for the destruc
tion"of rooks precisely on account of 
al'(lUe , cornis." Ori the whole, the naturalists Ilnd 

, fanliers right, ,and minute rese<lrches have con
, their general " opinions. 

On tile whole, too, the res ,.It''' of the minute re
searches are less defipite , , than ., would , at first 
appe?-r, for,apart from the .difih:ulty ofcontrasttng 
veRetaole . with. animal ' food as , it ,is repre"sented in the 
food canal. of a bird sorte time dead, there , is the 

' of reachingcondusions ' from unconsCiously 
selected specimens. The, gull on , the turnip-field is 
likely. to be shot a):Jd sent for examination; that on the 
offal Qf the fishing village , is likely' to left unharmed, 
and the percentage of injuryc311sed by' gplls ac
<;ofdingly. , No one would Qf deprecating such 
inquiries as 'have been . on. are ' necessary 
and of the greatest value, and in' the handS, of «n 

I 
group of obserVant workers :of .'wiM sym

pathies they w, ill Yield, a ' Ja,rge J;>ropotti6:1 at truth. 
But ,they are not infallible. 

, The contributions of both naturalist and laburatory 
expert are necessary to . the , flillrt'ess of this Krlowledge. 
but one without the other leans on a broken reed. 

Aori! II. J AMES RITCHIE. 
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